Jurisdiction Name: Mississippi

Size of cab card: 8 ½ X 11 inches

Type and color of paper: Canary

Security features on the cab card (state seal, water marks, etc.): Bar code, State seal in two locations

Is there a bar code on the cab card? Yes

Are all the contents required under Plan Section 610 indicated on the cab card? Yes

Is there contact information indicated on the cab card for validation by law enforcement? Yes

Formatting (ex: placement of state seals, bar codes, etc.): Bar Code at bottom of sheet. State seal at two places Upper left corner and an imaged state seal faded to the center of the document.(two state seals included).

Are original cab cards required to be carried in or on the vehicles? Yes, carriers and registrants are told to maintain the original with their vehicle.

Are electronic copies acceptable? No

Additional information or description: The cab card indicates fleet number and supplement number that the cab card was created. Since the Apportioned plate is replaced at 5 year intervals, each year a decal is issued indicating renewal and to match with the plate number.